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Abstract. One of the challenges in building and using web corpora is
their rather high content of “noise”, most notably having the form of
foreign-language text fragments within otherwise monolingual text. Our
paper presents an approach trying to cope with this problem by means
of “exhaustive” stop-word lists provided by morphosyntactic taggers. As
a side effect of the procedure, a problem of tagging text with missing
diacritics is also addressed.
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Introduction

“Noise” in texts derived from web can be of various nature. In our work, however,
we want to address just one particular type of text noise, namely language code
switching, by which we also consider “code switching” in discussions, where
some of the participants do not use diacritics. In the framework of our Aranea5
Project [1], we are currently trying to improve the morphosyntactic annotation of
the Slovak Araneum Slovacum corpus, so that it could be used by lexicographers
as a source of lexical evidence for the multi-volume Dictionary of the Contemporary
Slovak Language6 . The same problem, albeit to a lesser extent, can be observed in
the Slovak National Corpus7 , so a successful solution could be used here as well.
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Fig. 1. Czech sentences in the Slovak text (“plyne”)

2

The Task

From the lexicographers’ perspective, the problem of foreign language text
fragments in otherwise monolingual text is mostly associated with so-called interlingual (“false”) homographs, i.e., lexical items present in two languages, yet
having (usually) a different meaning. This phenomenon is especially pronounced
between close languages, such as Slovak and Czech. If the Slovak lexical item
is rather rare and, on the other hand, the same word form in Czech is frequent,
the resulting concordances may contain comparable number of occurrences in
both languages. For example, the Slovak word form “plyne” (noun, locative
case singular of “plyn”, English “gas”) is a form of “plynout” in Czech (verb, 3rd
person singular, English “flow”). As seen in Figure 1, more than one third of the
occurrences come in fact from Czech sentences (ticked in the screenshot).
Frequent foreign lexical items can cause problems even if they are not
homographs, as they “spoil” the frequencies of out-of-vocabulary word forms
that have to be manually checked in search for potential neologisms. If we
succeed in reliable detection of foreign-language text fragments, we will be able
to remove or, at least, mark them so that they would not be shown as results of
corpus queries.

3

The Scope of the Problem

Our long-term experience with Slovak corpora shows that the most frequent
foreign-language fragments in Slovak texts come from English and Czech. To
estimate the rough proportion of English lexical items in the Slovak corpus
we used a simple method: from a list of the most frequent word forms of our
Araneum Anglicum English corpus, we deleted words that do exist in Slovak as
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Fig. 2. English words in the Slovak corpus

well (such as “to”, “a”, “on”) and used the top 50 from the resulting list to create
a corpus query:
the|of|and|in|is|that|for|with|it|you|are
|as|be|was|have|this|...
The top 16 lines of the respective frequency list are shown in Figure 2.
The total normalized frequency is 1,682.80 i.p.m., which is really quite a lot –
it means, that these very 50 English words represent almost 0.17 % of all tokens
of the corpus.
Using the same method, we can also estimate the proportion of the Czech
lexical items. Here, however, the number of inter-lingual homographs is much
larger. The situation may also be complicated by the Slovak (and also Czech)
text fragments without diacritics that increase the number of the respective interlingual homographs. We have, however, decided not to take this phenomenon
into account here. The resulting frequency distribution (first 16 lines) is shown
in Figure 3.
The total normalized frequency is 1,571.0 i.p.m here, which looks pretty
similar to that of English. In reality, however, the number will be much higher
due to the already mentioned inter-lingual homographs.

4

The Method

Language identification belongs to traditional tasks in the area of Natural
Language Processing, as well as in that of Information Retrieval, with state-ofthe-art methods exhibiting precision well over 95 % (cf. [5]). These methods can
be basically divided into two groups: (1) methods counting frequent words that
are based on lists of “stop words”; (2) methods counting individual characters
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Fig. 3. Czech words in the Slovak corpus

or character n-grams – “statistical methods”. The main advantage of statistical
methods is that they are typically able to identify language from short strings
containing just several hundreds of characters, as well as that they are usually
computationally “cheap”. The performance of the stop-list methods usually
depends on the size of the respective list. The disadvantage of both is rather low
performance in distinguishing very similar languages and practical inability to
cope with the texts containing code switching.
In our case, we do not require fast computation as the corpus annotation is
a time-consuming process anyway. We also would like to possibly make use
of existing tools – the morphological analyzers and taggers. Conceptually, our
method can be put into the stop-list category, assuming that the size of the list
is limited just by the size of the morphological lexicon used by the respective
analyzer.
The main idea is as follows: (1) Besides the basic morphosyntactic annotation
by the standard tagger (using the Slovak language model), the corpus is
processed by alternative taggers (using language models for languages that
we want to identify); (2) information about the result of the morphological
lexicon lookup performed by the respective taggers is gathered; (3) by combing
information from different taggers language of each token is estimated; (4)
using summary information regarding the individual tokens of the sentence its
language is stated.
The actual annotation has been carried out by TreeTagger [7] using our
own language models for Slovak and Slovak without diacritics [2], and by
the morphological component of MorphoDiTa8 [9,8] using the newest Czech
language model. The processing used our standard Aranea pipeline [3] for each
8

As we only need information on the morphological lexicon lookup, the disambiguation
phase pro-vided by the tagger in not necessary here.
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Fig. 4. Morphological lexicon lookup results (alphabetical tokens considered
only)

language, and the resulting partial verticals have been combined by the cut
and paste utilities, so that the resulting vertical would contain 17 columns for
corpus attributes as follows: word, lemma, atag, tag, ztag, lemma1, ... The first five
attributes belonged to the original Slovak annotation, and the indexed attributes
contained alterative annotations – index 1 indicated Slovak without diacritics, 2
indicated Czech, and 3 indicated English, respectively.
For our purposes, the most important in all parallel annotations is usually
the respective ztag attribute having a non-zero value if the morphological lexicon
lookup has been successful.

5

The Initial Experiment

The development of the language identification algorithm based on the
respective parallel annotation has been started by producing a ztag value
distribution for a random 10 million alphabetic tokens from the 200-million
token test corpus. Figure 4 shows its first 16 lines.
The table is slightly complicated to read because of values in the first two
columns: besides the “0” (wordfom not found in lexicon) and “1” (found) values,
both Slovak language models produce also numbers larger than 1 in situations
where the tagger was not able to disambiguate the respective lemma – in such
cases, the number of variant lemmas is shown. It is also clear that the values in
the second column cannot be smaller than those in the first one, as the “diacriticsless” language model must always yield at least the same result as the “full”
model.9 The first two rows of the table are quite expected – most wordforms
have been recognized by the Slovak models, followed by both Slovak and Czech
models. A surprise is the contents of the third line. What are those words that
are present in Slovak, Czech and English? See Figure 5.
9

All diacritics have been stripped from the source vertical before the diacritics-less
annotation has been applied.
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Fig. 5. Words recognized by all language models

Fig. 6. Morphological lexicon lookup results (3 and more letters)

The beginning of the list contains lots of strange short “English” words
tagged as “proper noun” (“NP”), even if they are written in lowercase letters.
We therefore decided to refine our query and restrict it to words longer than 2
letters. Figure 6 shows the result.
Now the statistics looks much more “probable”, and we can utilize the
information that the language identification should be based on longer words.

6

The Algorithm

Besides the experience gathered from the introductory experiment, we also
made use of information from external source: we knew that the size of the
Czech morphological lexicon is almost by order of magnitude larger than that of
Slovak [4], better covering not only large amounts of loanwords and rare lexical
items, but also numerous proper and geographical names. This often means the
Czech morphological analyzer can recognize many proper names in Slovak text,
whereas the Slovak one mostly fails here.
The algorithm design has been performed in an iterative way, using the
smaller (2 million token) test corpus that has been compiled by NoSketch
Engine10 [6] after each iteration to analyze the results. The values of internal
10
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Fig. 7. Sentences recognized as English with the respective metadata

variables used to decide the language of the respective sentences could be
conveniently encoded and displayed as attributes of the <s> structure. To display
sentences according to identified language we used a CQL query like this:
<s lang="En.*"> []
Figure 7 shows several sentences resulting from that query.
The string preceding each sentence denotes the recognized language and
(for each language) two values separated by a colon representing the number
of “decidable” tokens and bigrams. For example, sentence 10 has been tagged
as English, as it contained three decidable words and one bigram identified as
English, as opposed to Slovak and Czech (two words and one bigram).
The current version of the algorithm can be described as follows:
(1) Only alphabetic tokens of a minimal length (currently 2), optionally
followed by a full stop, are considered. Such tokens we call “decidable”.
(2) Words marked by Slovak language model as foreign (tag “#”) are not
considered as Slovak.
(3) Words marked by English language model as foreign (tag “FW”) or proper
noun (tag “NP”) are not considered as English.
(4) Words starting with a capital letter are considered in all languages only
of they have been recognized by the Slovak language model.
(5) For Slovak, counts from non-diacritics language model are used.
(6) If no word in the sentence has been recognized by any language model,
the sentence is marked as “undecidable” (“Xx”).
(7) The language with the largest proportion of recognized words becomes
the language of the sentence.
(8) If recognized words counts are equal, the greatest number of recognized
bigrams is used for decision.
(9) If all bigram counts are equal, the sentence is marked as Slovak.

7

The Results

Although high recall has been the priority in this work, it is something that
is rather difficult to evaluate in large corpora. We therefore offer data on the
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Table 1.
Identified as
Slovak
Czech English Undecidable
Total
Sentences (counts) 10,220,517
97,893 23,423
177,006 10,518,927
Sentences (%)
97.16
0.93
0.22
1.68
100.00
Tokens (counts)
191,915,723 1,226,762 303,681
621,421 199,660,383
Tokens (%)
96.12
0.61
0.15
3.11
100.00

precision only. Table 1 shows some results received by the beta version of our
algorithm that has been used to process the larger test corpus containing approx.
200 million tokens.
It is apparent that the procedure has identified almost 3 % of foreign-language
or undecidable sentences containing approx. 4 % of all corpus tokens. We can
also see that the sentences recognized as Czech and English are shorter than
average, while the undecidable sentences are longer than average. A short check
in the corpus reveals the cause: the long undecidables contain various lists
consisting of proper names that have been excluded from our algorithm.
The precision data in Table 2 has been obtained by manual checking samples
of 100 sentences from each group.
Even this rudimentary evaluation shows that identification of English text
fragments within Slovak text is a relatively easy task, while distinguishing between Czech and Slovak is really a “tough” one. For evaluation of identification
of Slovak text this tiny sample is naturally not sufficient. The algorithm as such,
however, is already usable – the 4 % loss of data in corpus is more than acceptable. The program has been implemented in lex programming language and
its current (9th) version is just 330 lines long, inheriting some portions of the
code from other programs. We expect, however, that by using a programming
language with a native utf-8 support, the program might be even simpler.

8

What Have We Learned

Our experiment has proved that by using existing tools this problem could
be solved with minimal additional programming necessary. We have acquired
Table 2.
Identified as (by algorithm)
Identified as (manually) Slovak Czech English Undec. Cs+En+Xx
Slovak
98
25
0
26
51
Czech
0
43
0
2
45
English
0
3
89
6
98
Undecidable (Xx)
2
21
11
63
105
Other language
0
8
11
3
22
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certain insight into the way how the respective taggers and language models
work, which can be used to improve the process of morphosyntactic annotation
of Slovak corpora. We have also discovered some peculiarities in the respective
lexicons, such as English prepositions tagged as (“Czech”) prepositions and,
similarly, English articles tagged as (“Czech”) adjectives in the Czech MorphoDiTa
lexicon.

9

Further Work

The described method can be used for other languages as well. As English text
fragments are present virtually in all corpora of the Aranea family (including the
Chinese and Arabic ones), we would like to improve annotation of all corpora
in the foreseeable future.
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